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WORDS FROM JAAP
Hi Everybody!
This month, we are having an international
conference on 'Cognitive Diversity.' That used to be a
social issue: offering people equal opportunities. But
more recently, studies have shown that cognitive
diversity can enhance the quality of team work. And
here I see a great role for MindSonar professionals.
Because the benefits of cognitive diversity are not
automatic. Diversity can actually result in teams
being less effective. Unless it is understood and
managed well. And that's where you come in.
Because you can do so much more...
Jaap Hollander - MindSonar Founder

MINDSONAR NEWS HIGHLIGHTS
Conference: Cognitive Diversity - a chance to hear the experts and show off
the power of MindSonar to your clients or prospects. Please share with your
prospects and best clients. Share and join here
Bulk Order now active - All MS Professionals can now order bulk pre-paid
profiles (starting at 20) from their own MindSonar platform. Click on the bulk
order to order your profiles. And remember: you can cooperate with other
professionals to buy cheaper in bulk.
VStorm Update- In the meantime, what's going on at VStorm, our tech
partner? They are still rewriting the whole system in the latest programming
languages. Right now that doesn't lead to many visible changes, but in a few
months it will finally make some new features much easier to implement. At
the moment they are working on the reporting and translations system.
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EVERYDAY APPLICATIONS
How to get an options person to choose!
Often soemone with a high options thinking style, will talk in
terms of possibilities, but they have difficulty making a decision.
If you want them to decide, match all their options by using
body language as though you are picking out the possibilities or
juggling as you speak and say this at the same time:
'I know there is a lot of choice and possibility, but what if you
choose either this one or that?'
Bring both hands down in front of you, look as though you are
weighing up the two choices in your hand and ask them to pick
one!

MINDSONAR PROFESSIONALS GLOBALLY
MEET CORY NOTT
Cory runs his coaching business, called Take Wing Coaching, with Gail.
They are a husband and wife team, providing business coaching and
consulting to purpose-driven entrepreneurs. Cory has over 30 years of
experience as an independent technology and software consultant. Gail
has over 20 years of experience in web marketing. Their motto is
'Purpose, Growth, and Freedom.' Cory works with purpose-driven
business owners to gain growth.
Cory is using MindSonar in his work because it provides deep insights in
a very short timeframe that can then be used to facilitate immediate
change and new habit building. His vision is to expand their online
membership community, LIFT (Learning, Inspiration, Freedom,
Transformation,) for solopreneurs who consult, coach, and educate, to
thousands of members around the world. MindSonar will be a powerful
tool for creating a common dialogue around transformation. Contact
Cory here
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RECOGNIZING MINDSET
Referral marketing - a partnership for growth
Orange & Green set out what you want to achieve and
harness those around you to help you grow
Towards: Let your referral partner know what you
want to achieve so they understand your goal
Structure: Give your referral partner the right
resources to circulate to their network
Process and Detail: Set out the steps of how you do
what you in detail so they can explain what you do to
others.

MINDSONAR SHOWCASE
MindSonar: Understanding your team every year
The importance of understanding diversity in a team means F5 (team
refresh) has a yearly place that should sit alongside business planning and
appraisals. Every year a team has a change in personnel. F5 allows that team
to function at their optimum.
Both Jaime and Ian have been back each year to the same team who want
to know how to communicate and make the team stronger. They leave a
'coach in the room' poster as an aide-memoire of what to ask each other. It
also has the benefit of reminding the team of dynamics when new members
join and whom to contact for next year's review. Make F5 a yearly review
with clients.
For more information talk to Ian or Jaime
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